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ECONOMIC TRENDS OF THE MODERN PUBLISHING INDUSTRY
Publishing in any country is an objective component and an inherent part of its
functioning. No exception Ukraine, which is experiencing a period of formation of a
democratic political culture and radical economic transformation1. These processes
affect the evolution of national publishing, which corresponds to the paradigm of
political and power relations, political system, society and parade tasks that it
implements2. Transition to modern information system and a new system of social
relations is complex and controversial3. Not so easy to abandon ideological accretions
recent past and keep their basic principles in the struggle for the creation of a new
democratic political culture.
They do not exclude the possibility of the inclusion in plans of the publication of
literature for this category of society, however only under appropriate conditions. As
it is seen in the Table 1, these conditions are practically identical in publishing houses
with an experience in the studied field and without it.
Table 1. Publishers motives for inclusive literature
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The main reasons for the absence of inclusive literature in the portfolio of
publishers is shown in fig. 1.

Figure 1. Percentage of the inclusive literature in the portfolio of
publishers and corresponding reasons

The study enabled to understand that until 2020 the systematic professional
researches on the topic of inclusion in the portfolio of the Ukrainian publishing
houses has not been conducted.
These results showed some confusion and unsystematic approach of the
professional publishing community to issues of the inclusion, proved feasibility of
further development of the inclusive literature as an effective innovative marketing
resource, resource, aimed at publishing contemporary works about persons with
disabilities, personal diversity and use of available book formats.

